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15) Nehama Leibowitz- Bereishit Parshat Lekh-Lekha 3: The order of words in the verse is not
accidental.  Changes in empshasis, approval and disapproval and shades of meaning are not imparted, in
the Torah, through long-winded psychological explanations or verbose analysis, but by a subtle
syntactical device or seemingly insignificant but definitely unusual turn of phrase, combination or order
or choice of words.    When they departed from Haran, Lot was an integral part of the family and their
substance or property was evidently held in common.   When they come back out of Egypt, however,
we are comfronted with the existence of two separate families.  Lot is no longer mentioned
immediately after Sarah as part of the group family, but as someone who has attached himself to
the group and accompanies them in a individual capacity.   
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26) R. Hirsch Bereshit 13:6  The land was not able to bear them remaining together, Why?
Because they had too many herds and flocks and there was no enough pasturage there for them?
Not so! Were the whole one herd, one concern, it would have been sufficient.  It was
insufficient, because if one is not united, if one does not trust the other, then  are necessary,
chests and safes, and everything separate.  Because in Lot’s affairs one cared only and solely for
profit, but in Abraham’s other higher interests also came into consideration... That is why they
could not remain together, that was why the land was not large enough to contain the two of
them.  Lot had to have his own separate pasturages so that not one tiny lamb from the one
flock should lose itself to the other.

29) Elimelech and Naomi Lot

Man leaves his people to go to the land of
Moav- east of Israel.

Man leaves his family to go to Sdom- east
of Israel.

Chazal assumes that fear of losing his
wealth was his reason for moving.

Pasuk tells us that Lot chose Sdom because
it was  ( ). 

Naomi loses her spouse and 2 sons. Lot loses wife and 2 married daughters and
son in laws.

Naomi is left with 2 daughters in law and
no way to continue the family name.

Lot is left with his 2 unmarried daughters
and no way to continue the family name.

Ruth is from nation of Moav. Moav is born at end of story to Lot and his
eldest daughter. 
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37) Avraham Lot 

Waiting outside for guests:

Running towards them:

Bowing to them:

Asking them to stay:

Washing their feet:

Feeding them:
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54) NOACH LOT

World is destroyed and he survives with
family. All alone in world.

Sdom is destroyed and he survives with 2
daughters. Thinks only survivors.

After gets out of ark- he gets drunk After stops running, daughters get him drunk

When drunk- his son violates him When drunk, his daughters rape him

From that son- comes Canaan and Mitzrayim From his daughters- comes Amon and Moav

Doesn’t influence anyone to do teshuva Doesn’t influence anyone in Sdom to be good.
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